Concerned about academic freedom, the University of California (UC) has delayed voting on a plan to impose a blanket ban on research funding from tobacco companies. If approved, the ban would make UC the only U.S. university to forbid tobacco dollars campus-wide. Faculty members anguished over the issue for 4 years before calling on UC’s governing body—the regents—to take a stand. Instead, the regents punted it back to the faculty last week.

“It’s a very good decision,” says James Enstrom, an epidemiologist at UC Los Angeles who uses Philip Morris money. “Academic freedom makes this a great university, and the faculty need time to consider this issue more thoroughly.” But Stanton Glantz, a bioengineer and antitobacco crusader at UC San Francisco, turns the argument around: “The tobacco industry funds research to confuse the public,” he says. “This manipulation of the scientific process subverts academic freedom and is antithetical to the fundamental mission of the university.”

Momentum for a UC-wide ban on tobacco funding has been building. Since 2003, seven units within the university system, including UC Berkeley’s School of Public Health and the UC San Diego Cancer Center, have shut their doors to tobacco money. But UC’s faculty-controlled Academic Senate voided these bans in May 2005, declaring that only the regents had the authority to decline funding—and that they had to do it for the entire system or not at all.

Currently, UC researchers can take money from any source, as long as terms of the grant do not violate university policy (for example, by excluding foreigners). As of last year, there were 19 active grants at UC supported by the tobacco industry, totaling $15.8 million. (UC’s total grants and contracts added up to $4 billion that year.)

Before the regents would consider a tobacco-funding ban, however, they asked the senate for input. That’s when things got complicated. “The tobacco issue put our principles in conflict,” says senate member and UC Santa Cruz social psychologist Faye Crosby. “Most of us agreed that academic freedom trumps all other principles.” But then the senators reviewed documented evidence that the tobacco industry had manipulated researchers into publishing biased results—by tweaking manuscripts or threatening to cut off funding, Glantz charges. “We realized academic freedom can be illusory,” says Crosby. For many, allowing the university to accept tobacco money was allowing a threat to academic freedom.

Enstrom disagrees. “I do not feel that any tobacco funding arrangements I’ve had have manipulated my academic freedom,” he says. In 2003, Enstrom published a study in the British Medical Journal that found no relation between secondhand smoke and lung cancer deaths. The project was partially funded by the Center for Indoor Air Research, which itself is funded by tobacco companies. Enstrom says the study was methodologically sound and that it added an important minority opinion to the smoking debate. “Thankfully, UC doesn’t allow only certain points of view to be funded,” he says. “My entire career has been based on the academic freedom I’ve had.”

The senate’s recommendation to the regents reflected the divisiveness of the issue. On one hand, the faculty asserted that “grave issues of academic freedom would be raised” if the regents banned funding based solely on its source. On the other, they declared that academic freedom could be suppressed, and that the tobacco industry had a history of such suppression.

The seemingly contradictory wording proved too much for the regents. At an
With Change in the Seasons, Bird Flu Returns

An upsurge in H5N1 bird flu outbreaks in poultry across Asia is driving home the message that even countries that have eliminated the virus once shouldn’t become complacent. The continuing high death toll in humans, including two recently detected cases of infection with a Tamiflu-resistant strain in Egypt, is also a grim reminder of how devastating the virus might be if it acquires the ability to spread easily among humans.

Over the past 3 weeks, Thailand and Vietnam reported their first H5N1 outbreaks among poultry in 6 months. Japan, which seemed to have dodged the bullet since its cluster of outbreaks in 2004, confirmed that the virus hit one farm on 11 January and probably a second farm on the 23rd. South Korea, which last November suffered its first outbreak since containing the virus in 2004, reported that the virus had turned up on a fifth poultry farm. Several wild birds found dead in Hong Kong tested positive for H5N1. And Indonesia on 20 January reported its fifth human death from the virus in just 10 days, bringing its death toll to 62, by far the most of any country.

The increase in outbreaks in the Northern Hemisphere follows what has become an established pattern. The reason for the seasonality is still not well understood, says Les Sims, a veterinarian based in Manunda, Australia, who advises the U.N.’s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). It is likely to be some complex interaction among several factors, including cooler temperatures enabling the virus to survive longer in the environment, greater poultry trade in preparation for winter festivals, and movements of wild birds.

The recurrence of the virus in South Korea and Japan is particularly notable. In both the winter of 2003–’04 and this year, outbreaks in South Korea were followed 4 to 6 weeks later by outbreaks in Japan. “The outbreaks in Japan and South Korea suggest to me free-flying birds as the most likely origin,” says Sims. Both countries are trying to determine how the virus was reintroduced.

“The reasons for these failures need to be examined and the lessons applied elsewhere,” says Sims. But overall, he says the speed of the response, particularly in Thailand and Vietnam, “is a positive sign and shows that the surveillance systems are working.”

In Indonesia, four of the five recent human deaths occurred in the Jakarta area. In response, the city government on 17 January ordered residents who keep backyard poultry to eat, sell, or cull their birds by the end of the month or have them confiscated and destroyed. The government is talking of gradually replacing the live markets that currently account for 80% of poultry sales in the city with slaughterhouses. “It would be a sea change culturally,” says John Weaver, senior adviser to FAO in Jakarta. If done properly, he says, eliminating backyard poultry could reduce the opportunity for the virus to survive in the environment. But he cautions against a sudden prohibition, which could lead smallholders to hide their fowl and refuse to cooperate with animal disease control efforts.

Early this week, meanwhile, experts were poring over the puzzling and potentially worrisome details of a recent cluster of human H5N1 cases in Egypt. Late December, a 16-year-old girl and her 27-year-old uncle, living in the same house in Gharbiya province, both died of H5N1 infection. Sequence information made public on GenBank on 23 January by the U.S. Naval Medical Research Unit 3 (NAMRU-3) in Cairo shows that both were infected with a virus strain that is moderately resistant to the antiviral drug Tamiflu.

Tamiflu resistance has been reported in a few other human H5N1 cases after patients were given the drug. However, the Egyptian samples showing resistance were taken just 2 days after Tamiflu treatment began, an unusually short period in which to develop resistance, says NAMRU-3 commanding officer Bruce Boynton. What’s more, the virus in both patients had a rare resistance-conferring mutation, called N294S, seen only in one previous H5N1 patient in Vietnam.

That’s why Boynton says the evidence suggests “a more disturbing” theory: that both were infected by a sick bird that already harbored the mutated virus. If more such birds exist, doctors may see more H5N1 patients who don’t respond well to Tamiflu. And if such a resistant strain were to spawn a pandemic, the world’s vast Tamiflu stockpiles might be less helpful.

Tests are currently under way to determine whether the patients had the resistant strain before they took the drug and whether virus from a third suspected H5N1 patient in the household, who also died, has the same mutation, Boynton says. Veterinary virologists are also checking to see whether the mutated virus can be found in birds in Egypt.
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